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What is spectroscopy?	

Originally, the study of the dispersion of visible 
light into its component colors (visible spectrum).  
Now it means the study of electromagnetic (EM) 
and other spectra including mass, electron and 
acoustic spectroscopy’s.	


Spectroscopy generally involves measuring 
the absorption of light by a sample or the 
emission of light by sample	
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Electromagnetic Spectrum	


•  γ ray                           < 1 nm   (104 – 106 eV)	

•  X ray                   1 –   50 nm   (102 – 104 eV)	

•  far UV               10 – 200 nm  	

•  near UV          	
200 – 350 nm	

•  Visible             	
350 – 800 nm   	

•  near IR       	
0.8 µm –	

•  IR 	
 	
                – 2.5  µm	

•  Microwave 	
400 µm – 30 cm	

•  radio wave 	
100 cm and above	
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•  Interaction of EM energy (light) 
with material changes the energy	


•  Five basic types of interactions 
between light sources and 
materials, such that the light is:	


–  Reflected	

–  Scattered	

–  Transmitted (refracted): 

illuminating energy is passed 
through the material; changes in 
spectrum are caused by change in 
density (velocity of incident wave) 
between material and surroundings 
(index of refraction)	


–  Absorbed: energy is transformed 
(usually into longer wavelength 
heat)	


–  Emitted: energy is released from 
the material (it's now the source)	




Reflectance – Transmission  
NIR Spectroscopy 



How are we using this? 

Differences in absorption and 
scattering for different 
wavelengths can be used to 
identify the minerals. The unique 
spectra are like fingerprints.	


We can measure the light energy at 
the various frequencies = a spectrum	


We examine the maxima and minima 
of spectral reflectance curves – 
minima are caused by molecular 
absorption, and we call these 
absorption features or absorption 
bands.	




How are we using this? 

•  Spectra of olivines of widely 
varying compositions provides an 
important clue:	


•  Iron-free olivine (forsterite) lacks 
an absorption feature and is bright	


•  Suggests absorption is due to iron	


Solid solution - olivine [(Mg,Fe)2SiO4] 	


•  forsterite (Mg2SiO4) and	

•  fayalite (Fe2SiO4),	


define a complete solid-solution series in 
which magnesium cations (Mg2+) are 
replaced partially or totally by Fe2+.	




What causes absorption features?	

Two basic types of processes from 0.4 - 50 µm 
a)  Electronic (~0.4 to 1.5 µm) 

–  High-energy photons absorbed by bound electrons 
–  Energy states/wavelength controlled by atom and crystal 
–  Primarily interactions with transition metals (e.g., Fe)  

(Not all minerals contain these) 

b)  Vibrational (>~6 µm) 
–  Excitation of fundamental vibrational motions of atoms 

•  stretching and bending 
•  Frequencies related to strength and length of bonds 

–  ~1.5 - ~6 µm are weaker overtones and combination bands 
•  Complex transitional region between reflection & emission 



What causes absorption features?	


•  Electronic processes	

–  Crystal field effect	


•  Roger Burns interpreted near-IR absorptions in terms of Bethe’s 
“crystal field theory”	


•  Absorption is due to photons exciting an electron in unfilled d-shells 
in transition metals. 	


–  Charge transfer absorptions	


–  Conduction bands	


–  Color centers	




Interaction of Electromagnetic Radiation 
and Molecules	


Phenomenon Spectral Region Wavelength 

Inner electrons - ionization X-rays 0.1-1.0 nm 

Valency electrons Ultraviolet 0-200 nm 

Molecular vibrations, bond 
stretching or rotation 

Infrared 200 nm-800 nm 

Rotation & electron spin 
orientation in magnetic 
field 

Microwaves 400 uM – 30 cm 

Nuclear spin orientation in 
magnetic field 

Radio waves >100 cm 



What causes absorption features?	

•  Vibrational processes	


–  Bonds in a molecule vibrate, the 
frequency is dependent on the type 
of bond and the atom masses.	


–  Certain materials have important 
vibrational absorption bands: water, 
hydroxyl, carbonates, phosphates, 
borates, arsenates, vanadates.	




Identifying Minerals	


We can use all of 
these absorption 
features to determine 
the chemical 
composition of a 
spectral reflectance 
curve.	




How do you measure in space? 

Measure how much electromagnetic energy (EM) is present, 
usally expressed in terms of the flow of EM energy from a 
source, through space or onto a detector.  



What does a spectrometer need?	


Monochromator = Dispersion element plus slit system	




Property of EM radiation	


	
• 	
Light (EM radiation) has a dual nature. 	

	
• 	
Light exhibits properties of waves and 

particles (called photons or quanta).	




Evidendence for Bohr’s Model	








Absorption: Atomic & Molecular	

Molecular absorption Atomic absorption 

The sharpness of molecular absorption spectra 
also depends on the state of the sample. In 
condensed states the spectra broaden due to 
molecular collisions 





Remember: Basic QM ���
Wave Functions	






Electron Configuration of Atoms	

	
Electrons are confined to regions of space called 
principle energy levels (shells).	


•  Each shell can hold 2n2 electrons (n = 1,2,3,4......)	


Shell

Number of 
Electrons Shell

Can Hold

Relative Energies
of Electrons 

in These Shells
32
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higher
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Electron Configuration of Atoms	

•  Shells are divided into subshells called orbitals, which 

are designated by the letters s, p, d, f........	

–  s (one per shell)  	

–  p (set of three per shell 2 and higher) 	

–  d (set of five per shell 3 and higher) ..…	

– The distribution of Orbitals in Shells	


Shell Orbitals Contained in That Shell

3

2
1 1s

2s, 2px, 2py, 2pz

3s, 3px, 3py, 3pz, plus five 3d orbitals







Remember: Basic QM	




• Orbitals can be ranked in terms 
of energy to yield an Aufbau 
diagram.	


• Note that the following Aufbau 
diagram is for a single electron 
system.	


• As n increases, note that the 
spacing between energy levels 
becomes smaller.	




Electron configurations	

Electron configurations tells us in which orbitals the 
electrons for an element are located.���

Three rules:	

•  electrons fill orbitals starting with lowest n and moving 

upwards;	

•  no two electrons can fill one orbital with the same spin 

(Pauli);	

•  for degenerate orbitals, electrons fill each orbital singly 

before any orbital gets a second electron (Hund’s rule).	




How does it work?	
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Electron Configurations and the 
Periodic Table ���

The periodic table can be used as a guide for 
electron configurations.	


•  The period number is the value of n.	

•  Groups 1A and 2A have the s-orbital filled.	

•  Groups 3A - 8A have the p-orbital filled.	

•  Groups 3B - 2B have the d-orbital filled.	

•  The lanthanides and actinides have the f-orbital filled.	

•  Note that the 3d orbital fills after the 4s orbital.	

•  Similarly, the 4f orbital fills after the 5d orbital.	




Period	


G
roup	


2.4	


Transition metal is "an element whose atom has an incomplete d sub-
shell, or which can give rise to cations with an incomplete d sub-shell 
Group 12 elements are not transition metals in this definition.	


International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) ���
Def: Transition metal���



•  A chemical bond results from strong 
electrostatic interactions between two 
ore more atoms.   

•  The nature of the atoms determines the 
kind of bond.   



A molecule is an aggregate of two or more atoms in a definite arrangement held together by 
chemical bonds	


H2	
 H2O	
 NH3	
 CH4	


A diatomic molecule contains only two atoms	


H2, N2, O2, Br2, HCl, CO	


A polyatomic molecule contains more than two atoms	


O3, H2O, NH3, CH4	


2.5	




An ion is an atom, or group of atoms, that has a net positive or negative charge.	


cation – ion with a positive charge	

	
If a neutral atom loses one or more electrons	

	
it becomes a cation.	


anion – ion with a negative charge	

	
If a neutral atom gains one or more electrons	

	
it becomes an anion.	


A  monatomic ion contains only one atom	


A polyatomic ion contains more than one atom	


Na+, Cl-, Ca2+, O2-, Al3+, N3-	


OH-, CN-, NH4
+, NO3

-	








For example, consider a hydrogen molecule, H2.  
When the two hydrogen, H, atoms are far apart 
from each other they do not feel any interaction.   

As they come closer each “feels” the presence 
of the other.   

The electron on each H atom occupies a volume 
that covers both H atoms and a COVALENT 
bond is formed. 

Once the bond has been formed, the two 
electrons are shared by BOTH H atoms.   



Simplest covalent bond is that in H2	

–  The single electrons from each atom combine to form an 

electron pair.	

–  The shared pair functions in two ways simultaneously; it is 

shared by the two atoms and fills the valence shell of each 
atom.	


An electron density plot for the H2 molecule shows that the 
shared electrons occupy a volume equally distributed over 
BOTH H atoms.	


Electron Density for the H2 molecule	




H-H Bond Formation from Isolated H Atoms ���
and why is it stable	




What factors determine if an atom forms a 
covalent or ionic bond with another atom?	


•  The number of electrons in an atom, particularly 
the number of the electrons furthest away from 
the nucleus determines the atom’s reactivity and 
hence its tendency to form covalent or ionic 
bonds.   

•  These outermost electrons are the one’s that are 
more likely to “feel” the presence of other atoms 
and hence the one’s involved in bonding i.e. in 
reactions. 



Electronegativity	

The type of bond formed between a pair of atoms is 
determined by the ability of the atoms to attract electrons 
from the other.  	


For a free, isolated atom:	


•  its ability to loose an electron is measured by its 
IONIZATION ENERGY, 	


•  while the ability to gain an electron is measured by its 
ELECTRON AFFINITY	




The average of these two properties for isolated atoms 
define the atom’s ELECTRONEGATIVITY which measures 
the tendency of one atom to attract electrons from another 
atom to which it is  bonded.   

For example, Metallic elements loose electrons (to form 
positive ions) more readily than non-metallic elements 

Metallic elements are hence referred to as being more 
ELECTROPOSITIVE that non-metals. 

Non-metals are more ELECTRONEGATIVE compared to 
metals 



Large differences in electronegativity between two 
bonded atoms favor the transfer of electrons from 
the less electronegative (more electropositive) atom 
to the more electronegative atom resulting in a 
bond between the two atoms that is IONIC. 

Smaller differences result in a more equitable 
“sharing” of electrons between the bonded atoms, 
resulting in a COVALENT bond between the two 
atoms.   

The kinds of bonds formed between elements 
(covalent vs ionic) can be determined by comparing 
electronegativity of the two elements. 

TABLE	




TABLE	


Na and Cl form ionic bonds.   
Na gives up an electron and Cl accepts the electron to form Na+ and Cl-.   
As differences between electronegativity between the two bonding 
elements decreases, there is more equitable sharing of electrons and the 
elements form covalent bonds.  
Based on the position of elements in the periodic table, we can determine the kind of bond formed:	


•  Nonmetallic element + nonmetallic element  Molecular compound	


•  Metallic compound + nonmetallic compound  IONIC compound	




Group IA – alkali metals – loose 1 e- to form +1 (Na+) 
Group II A– alkaline earth metals –loose 2 e- to form +2 (Ca+2) 
Group III A– loose three e- to form +3 (Al+3) 
Group IV A– loose four e- to form +4 (Sn+4) 
Group V A– accept three e- to form  –3 (N-3) 
Group VI A– accept two e- to form  –2 (O-2) 
Group VIIA – accept one e- to form  –1 (Cl-1) 



Transition Metals 

1s	


3s	

4s	

5s	

6s	


2s	
 3d	


5d	




CFT	


The d orbitals in a free ion (i.e. with no attached ligands), will be degenerate, i.e. all 
5 have the same energy. 	


CFT presumes that the ligands may be represented 
by point (negative) charges lying along the bonding 
axes and that these will perturb the energies of  any 

electrons which populate the d orbitals. 	


crystal field splitting	

The removal of a degeneracy of the energy levels of molecular entities or ions due to 
the lower site symmetry created by a crystalline environment.	




Ligands 
approach 
metal	


d-orbitals not pointing directly at axis are least 
affected (stabilized) by electrostatic interaction 	


d-orbitals pointing directly at axis are 
affected most by electrostatic interaction	


Origin of near-IR spectra features in igneous rock-
forming minerals	


(Octahedral Field)	




Limits of CFT	


• Crystal field theory can predict the 
approximate position of absorptions.	


• Current theory cannot predict width, or 
intensity	


• There is hope, studies of chemical dynamics 
may enable a theory to be generated	




Do not forget this !	

• For all transition elements, d orbitals have identical energies 

in an isolated ion	

• but energy levels split when the atom is located in a crystal 

field. This splitting of the orbital energy states enables an e- 
to be moved from a lower level to a higher level by photon 
absorption. 	


• Energy levels are determined by the valence state of the 
atom (Fe+, Fe2+), its coordination number, and the symmetry 
of the site it occupies. 	


• The crystal field varies with crystal structure from mineral 
to mineral changing the amount of splitting. The same ion 
(Fe2+), produces different absorptions, making specific 
mineral identification possible from spetroscopy.	





